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Abstract

The preparation procedure for very concentrated magnetic fluids on various polar liquids, especially on C3–C10
(propanol, y, decanol) alcohol carriers is presented. Double layer sterical stabilization mechanism ensured the high

colloidal stability of samples, up to the limiting value of the hydrodynamic volume fraction (B0.65), corresponding to

saturation magnetization values of about 70 kA/m. The low-field part of the reduced magnetization curve of the most

polar high concentration propanol sample is compared to those corresponding to low and medium concentration water-

based samples.

r 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Stable dispersion of magnetic nanoparticles in polar

carriers implies a very careful stabilization procedure,

especially if the aim is to attain high magnetization

magnetic fluids, when the hydrodynamic volume frac-

tion jh of particles approaches the upper limit of about
0.65 or when highly polar carriers are envisaged.

Various stabilization mechanisms are possible, as

described in Refs. [1–4].

The polar carrier liquids, considered in Refs. [1,2,4]

and in this work, are the following: high vacuum oils

with polar components, weakly polar synthetic oils

(diesters), paraffin oil, alcohols, ketones and amines, as

well as water. Most of them are of interest for various

engineering and biological applications.

Among the polar carriers mentioned above, the C1–

C10 alcohols and water offer a particularly interesting set

of carriers, their degree of polarity varying between large

limits.

In Ref. [1] we reported the preparation of medium

concentrated C4–C9-alcohol-based magnetic fluids,

while in Ref. [3] Fujita et al. presented a method applied

to obtain C1–C4 alcohols, as well as acetone-based

magnetic fluids of low or even very low concentration.

2. Materials and procedures

(a) The main steps of the preparation procedure

applied for C3–C10 alcohol carriers are as follows:

coprecipitation of Fe2+, Fe3+ ions (excess of concen-

trated NH4OH; B801C)-subdomain Fe3O4 nanopar-

ticles—primary sterical stabilization (chemisorbtion of

chemically pure oleic acid;X801C)—phase separation—

magnetic decantation-monolayer-covered Fe3O4 na-

noparticles+free oleic acid—flocculation/extraction of

surfacted particles—dispersion in a light hydrocarbon

(repeated/prolonged process)—extraction of excess sur-

factant-nonpolar purified magnetic fluid—flocculation

of surfacted particles—secondary stabilization (physical

adsorbtion of dodecylbenzensulphonic acid (DBS) and
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redispersion of Fe3O4 particles in the alcohol carrier

liquids listed above-C3–C10-alcohol-based magnetic

fluids.

The double layer sterical stabilization method was

applied, using chemically pure oleic acid as the primary

(chemisorbed) surfactant and technical grade DBS as

the secondary (physically adsorbed) surfactant, con-

ducted to very concentrated C3–C10-alcohol-based

samples.

(b) The water-based samples were prepared applying a

different procedure: coprecipitation of Fe2+, Fe3+ ions

(excess of concentrated NH4OH; B801C)-subdomain

Fe3O4 nanoparticles—repeated washing/purification—

double layer sterical stabilization (DBS+DBS; 801C)-
double layer sterical+electrostatical stabilized Fe3O4
nanoparticles—dispersion of magnetic nanoparticles in

water (ultrasonication)—purification-water-based

magnetic fluid samples of low and medium concentra-

tion.

3. Results and discussion

Procedure (a) proved be efficient to obtain very

concentrated magnetic fluids, with jh up to 0.6–0.65,

on various nonaqueous carriers, among them C3–C10
alcohols, while procedure (b) gave good results in

preparing medium concentration water-based samples.

In the case of stabilization procedure (a) the

surfactant layers are of different composition. The

secondary, physically adsorbed DBS layer has the –

SO3H group towards the dispersion medium. Solvation

takes place due to the hydrogen bonds between the –OH

group of alcohol molecules and the –OH group of –

SO3H.

In the case of procedure (b) applied for water-based

magnetic fluids, the surfactant layers are identical

(DBS+DBS) and the stabilization is mixed, double

layer sterical+electrostatical. Indeed, the secondary

DBS layer has the groups –SO3
�1 oriented towards the

dispersion medium and it is covered with hydrated NH4
+

ions. Consequently, the degree of stability of water-

based magnetic fluids depends on the pH value of the

medium and the stabilization mechanism is specific only

to water as carrier liquid.

The saturation magnetization of the C3–C10-alcohol-

based samples attains 800–900 G, the highest values

reported up to now for alcohol carriers. The water-based

fluid samples obtained have their magnetization up to

approx. 400G, but their stability decreases with

increasing volume fraction of particles.

The magnetic, magnetooptical, rheological and mag-

netorheological characterization methods currently ap-

plied are presented in Refs. [5–8]. In this work the

magnetization curves of the samples are presented to

evidence their outstanding properties. The whole relative

magnetization M=Ms ¼ f ðHÞ curves of the highest

magnetization C3–C10 samples are given in Fig. 1

(MsBjp; where Ms is the saturation magnetization of

magnetic fluid and jp the physical volume fraction of
magnetic particles). The low-field part of these curves

differentiates between the propanol magnetic fluid, the

most polar sample and other alcohol-based magnetic

fluids, as shown in Fig. 2. The slight difference evidenced

in Fig. 2 between the propanol (C3) and the (C4–C10)

series magnetic fluids denotes a weak tendency of

agglomerate formation in the C3 sample. In Fig. 3 the

high concentration propanol-based magnetic fluid is

compared to a very diluted and to a medium concen-

trated water-based sample, especially the last one with a

lower degree of stability, specific to water magnetic

fluids. The presence of agglomerates in the water-based

samples is evidenced by their much greater initial

susceptivity, compared to that of the propanol sample,

as it follows from the low-field part of magnetization

curves (Fig. 3).

As it was shown by sedimentation velocity and

electrophoresis investigations for the pentanol magnetic

Fig. 1. Reduced magnetization curves of high concentration

C3–C10 alcohol-based magnetic fluids.

Fig. 2. Low-field reduced magnetization curves of high con-

centration C3–C10 alcohol-based magnetic fluids.
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fluid [9], the high degree of stability could be due,

besides sterical, also to the electrostatical repulsion

between dispersed nanoparticles, but the origin of

electric charges is not the same as in the case of

procedure (b) and needs further investigations.

The stabilization of C3–C10 magnetic fluids was

achieved by optimizing the ratio of the mass of

secondary surfactant relative to the mass of primary

surfactant covered Fe3O4 nanoparticles. This mass ratio

was found to be approximately the same for C4–C10
alcohols and about 25% greater for the more polar

propanol magnetic fluid.

The series of (C3–C10) alcohol-based magnetic fluid

samples of the highest magnetization prepared up to

now show excellent colloidal stability.
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Fig. 3. Low-field reduced magnetization curves of propanol

and water-based magnetic fluids.
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